
Driven by elements



ABOUT

US

Sealosophy provides luxury
nautical and watersports
experiences for you and your
family.

It's committed to offer you the
highest-quality standards of
security and fun!



ACTIVITIES
DIVING
WATERSPORTS
SAILING AND YACHTING
INFLATABLES
FAMILY ACTIVITIES
CORPORATE GROUP ACTIVITIES





SPEED BOAT
AND YACHT
EXPERIENCE

Bay excursions 
Sunset aperitif 
Fishing trip 
Taxi boat



Our exclusive boat
excursions are the best
way to discover the beauty
of the Agrigento coast:

Scala dei Turchi, the
Natural Reserve of the
Platani River, Capo Bianco,
Sciacca, Timpi Russi e
Lumia, the WWF Natural
reserve, Selinunte and
Portopalo.



ACTION
WATERSPORTS

Fliteboard
Jetski
Flyboard
Wakeboard

Wakesurf
Waterski
Monoski
Kneeboard
Sea Scooter



Try this fantastic new
technology! Fliteboard is
equipped with a powerful
electric engine that makes
you fly above water for an
incredible experience!
Classes for beginners and
rentals for pro.

FLITEBOARD
SCHOOL - RENTAL



Ride one of our fun Jetskis
in one of the most scenic
locations in Italy, amongst
white cliffs and emerald
water.
They are safe and easy to
drive!

JETSKI
RIDE- RENTAL



Why are people are going
crazy for Flyboard?
See it for yourself!
Get on the board and you
will be propelled by a shot
of high-pressured water
up to 10 meters high!

FLYBOARD
RIDE



Get on our wakeboards to
have some great fun!
You will be towed by a
speedboat or Jetski and
get some real speed!

If you've never tried, don't
worry, it's easier than you
think and our instructors
will get you riding in no
time!

WAKEBOARD
SCHOOL-RENTAL



Looks hard? No, it's not!
After a few minutes of training,
under the supervision of our
qualified instructors, you'll be able
to surf the waves created by the
boat! So fun!

WAKESURF
SCHOOL - RENTAL



Fun and adrenaline with
Water Ski!

Similar to wakeboard, you
are towed by boat or jetski.
All it takes is a bit of
practice with our
instructors and you will
have plenty of fun!

WATERSKI - MONOSKI
SCHOOL-RENTAL



Experience the phenomenon of the moment!
Kneel on a special board and hold on tight:
Thanks to our powerful motorboats you will
speed on the water and be able to perform
numerous tricks. Ideal for young and old!

KNEEBOARD
SCHOOL-RENTAL



SEA SCOOTER

A high-tech system to
travel fast underwater!
The E-Jet Power System
will have you riding
underwater at
incredible speed! 

EXPERIENCE



ECO-WATERSPORTS

Windsurf 
Sailing
Kitesurf 
Catamaran
Wingfoil
Wavesurfing



WINDSURF

Windsurf is a combination
of wind, water and
adrenaline! A classic that
every watersport
enthusiast should try at
least once in a lifetime!
Classes for beginners and
rentals for pro.

SCHOOL-RENTAL



SAILING
EXPERIENCE

Refresh your passion for adventure with our
sailing classes. Learn what it takes to sail with the
wind and learn to navigate. 

Classes and rental for Laser Standard, Laser Pico
and Laser Bahia

SCHOOL-RENTAL



Kitesurf consists of 2
elements: water and
wind!

This sport gives you
an incredible feeling
of freedom as you
ride, and it's
extremely addictive!

We do classes for
beginners and rental
for pro!

KITESURF
SCHOOL-RENTAL



The catamaran is a sailboat
you can learn to sail in just
few lessons! It's fairly easy
to handle, safe and perfect
to have plenty of fun.
Ideal for to sail with the
whole family!

CATAMARAN
SCHOOL-RENTAL



Wing foil is the new dimension of water
sports! It is fairly simple to learn and will make
you feel the thrill of flying on water! In a few
lessons you will already be able to experience
this unique sensation!

WING FOIL
SCHOOL-RENTAL



One of the most famous watersports, great for
adults and kids!
Learn to surf in here at our location, great for
beginners!

WAVESURF
SCHOOL-RENTAL



PADI 5 STARS
DIVING RESORT

Fundiving
Bubblemaker 
PADI Seal Team
Open water 
Advanced
Rescue 
DiveMaster
Diver propulsion vehicle
PADI AWARE



We are a PADI 5-Stars Diving Resort and one of
the few Italian schools to have onboard top-
certified instructors and marine biologists to
show everything you need to know about the
sea. Definitely a once in a  lifetime experience,
take your chance!



SNORKELING

The best way to discover one of the most
beautiful coasts of Sicily! It is a very simple
activity and does not require any preparation.
The morphology of the coast and the seabed are
unique in their kind and you can come across the
most varied types of marine flora and fauna. All
our tours will feature detailed explanations!



FAMILY &
RELAX

Kayak
Stand up paddle board
Sup mirage
Snorkeling
Mermaid Experience

Sofà and Banana boat
Water park and
inflatable island



SOFA AND
BANANA BOAT

Get your friends and family
on the inflatable sofa or
banana and get ready for
some real fun all together!

FAMILY EXPERIENCE



FLOATING
WATERPARK

Try our floating waterpark
with an elastic trampoline
for fantastic jumps and
dives!
Perfect for some family
fun!

FAMILY EXPERIENCE



Just what you need
to relax with your
family! 
Get on the kayak and
enjoy the peace of
the sea!

KAYAK
RENTAL



STAND UP
PADDLE BOARD

This sport benefits
your body and mind! 
By standing on the
board you activate all
your body muscles to
paddle and keep the
balance!
It's fun and relaxing, a
must-do for your
holidays!

SCHOOL-RENTAL



SUP MIRAGE

You'll get enormous benefits both physically and
mentally thanks to the upright position on the sup
and the use of the pedals instead of the paddle.
Use all your body muscles and ‘walk on the water’
without getting too tired. Enjoy the view and relax
mind and body!

SCHOOL-RENTAL



MERMAID
EXPERIENCE

The dream of becoming a
mermaid comes true!
Try the mermaid tail in our
swimming pool with our
dedicated instructors and
live this incredible
experience!

FAMILY EXPERIENCE



WHAT SETS 
US APART:



Over 11 years of experience in Luxury

Hospitality

Selected instructors with worldwide

eperience certified by IKO, PADI, WDWS,

and Salvamiento

The widest choice of activities you'll find in a

sport centre worldwide

Our team of marine biologists organises

Eco-friendly projects with important

institutions and universities

We adhere to the highest sandards of

security to ensure you have a fun safe time

11+

WORLDWIDE
EXPERIENCE



PARTNERSHIPS

Thanks to our partnerships with prestigious brands, you
can benefit from the highest standard of quality.



 CONTACT US!

SEALOSOPHY
info@sealosophy.it

sealosophy.it

ARE YOU READY TO
HAVE SOME FUN?


